
00:16:26 Dee-Ann Decker: Please ask questions here in the chat. We will forward the
questions to Johanna after the presentation
00:24:58 Neil: The State Park is heavily booked all season. Why the need to spend
money to provide sites with electric and water for RVs?
00:28:39 Mandie: Not so sure about adding addition boat launches, doesn’t the state
care that the campers are probably responsible for bringing the milfoil to our lake, which we are
managing but not irradiating… and we are doing this alone as a community without state help
00:30:18 Pam: Thanks for eliminating the additional boat launch. Our milfoil problem
cannot withstand the extra unmonitored boat traffic.
00:31:21 Pam: Will there be rules about RV campers dumping grey or black waste
water?
00:31:26 Samsung SM-S901U1: what is the current occupancy rate of the State
Park? If it is high, why add?
00:32:26 Neil: New sites will create lots of new herd paths to the water along with a lot of
new places for boats to moor at then ends of these herd paths that will create moe erosion. Any
plans to mitigate those impacts?
00:32:38 Pam: Will the State increase the budget of the State Park to allow for staffing to
meet the needs of all the new campsites?
00:34:04 MHeselton: I came in late, couldn't figure out how to run zoom. I saw plans
showing a water access area (for swimming) in the channel by the bridge. I feel that is a safety
hazzard for everyone. It is a nightmare getting boats through when the lake is busy, I think
adding swimming is just a terrible idea. In addition the park has issues enforcing campers from
jumping off the bridge which is posted not to jump off it. I am also wondering how island sites
will be maintained so there isn't any pollution added to the lake.
00:34:06 Mandie: Yes you would see more money if rvs get water electric but is that
worth the possible issues and environmental impact
00:35:34 Pam: (This is from another person unable to attend) We  need funding to help
us with our milfoil problem. We are already expending money and volunteer time to do all that
we can. What about some of the ARPA funds fort that purpose?
00:35:59 Mandie: How can you help us with the milfoil problem?
00:36:47 Erika Fowler: The state may be making money, but what about the
environmental hazards? The milfoil is spreading faster because visitors who boat here travel
thru the milfoil and spread it through the lake.
00:36:54 Mandie: We don’t want the park to become a highly developed
campground like Hampton beach
00:37:14 Erika Fowler: Another concern is about over population.
00:38:09 Steve: Thanks for talking to us,will there be boat washing staions
00:39:18 Erika Fowler: Our priority should be keeping the lake sustainable and safe for
the wildlife
00:39:31 Melina S. & Nikki G.: Would like to hear from Steve about his thoughts on this
project.  Could he have some time to talk?
00:42:03 Mike: Even though a new boat launch has been eliminated from the proposal,
will there be an upgrade to the present canoe/kayak launch?



00:42:38 Nan’s Ipad Pro: Is potential increased boat traffic on the lake a
consideration when deciding how many additional campsites to add? Capacity of the park
beach?
00:43:17 Mandie: Boat washing is a great idea, if we don’t address the milfoil issue
the campground won’t have visitors and there won’t be more money
00:43:46 Erika Fowler: Nothing should be happening until the lake is clean. Our
community really cares about our lake and we don't want anything added to our community that
could negatively effect the wildlife. This is not just a community thing, this is a state issue.
00:44:10 MHeselton: Is the water access area specifically for swimming in the channel
area near the bridge? Can that be moved elsewhere to avoid safety hazzards?How will island
sites be maintained to minimize/eliminate pollution to the lake?
00:44:16 Melina S. & Nikki G.: How about an education facility that all campers bringing in
boats are mandatory to stop in and watch educational video about the milfoil situation and
expectations/protocol before putting boat into water?
00:44:50 Samsung SM-S901U1: Has the State considered something more drastic
related to power boats brought by campers such as adding dock space to prevent erosion from
campers docking at sites? or, adding a fee to bring power boats that we can put to invasive
species education and prevention?
00:45:45 Melina S. & Nikki G.: When I went to Oahu, I had to watch a video about
expectations for protecting the environment and coral reef before entry into the bay/beach.
00:46:18 MHeselton: My husband would like to know if there will be any road maintence
with the addition of campsite?
00:47:08 DJ Fowler: Is there any type inspection at the parks boat launch before
entering the water similar to the Fundy Cove launch?
00:47:32 Erika Fowler: Yes Milfoil is a DES issue. But we all live in the state of NH and
should care for it. What can be done and built that can help with this issue. Such as some type
of  building structure!! This is not a one way issue as these suggestions that are being made will
cause a domino effect as it has already.Proven to.
00:48:41 Mandie: The state park should know — there have been campers using the
marked milfoil floats our community has placed to swim out to and float on, and swim and play
on — why isn’t it being communicated to incoming campers these floats should be avoided
00:49:10 Melina S. & Nikki G.: Please allow Steve to speak on behalf of the PLIA.
00:49:44 MHeselton: Please ask about how they will enforce policies for safety.
Like being too busy through channel near bridge for swimming and island maintence.
00:50:39 MHeselton: Or let me know someone can contact me in regard to those. My
email is my3ndl@yahoo.com Thank you. (Meg Heselton)
00:52:01 Erika Fowler: A great upgrade could be for the nature walks and creating
buildings for the walk. Similar to Jericho state Park. These walks could be intertwined with the
campground.
00:55:07 Melina S. & Nikki G.: It needs to be mandatory education
00:55:15 Melina S. & Nikki G.: for anyone bringing a boat.
00:55:41 Samsung SM-S901U1: I have been an avid camper for 13+ years. I dry
camp.and full hookup. I still don't see why we need the upgrades. the



00:55:41 Melina S. & Nikki G.: Sinage is a good reminder, but not everyone will read it.
00:55:44 Mandie: Campers have been fully booking the campsites regardless
whether we have these new amenities or not they’ll still want to book as long as we can be
responsible for the lake and environment
00:56:07 Samsung SM-S901U1: The park is full, and we dont lose revenue due too
limited amenities. a
00:56:19 Mandie: Exactly
00:56:27 MHeselton: how can i contact this woman speaking for the park?
00:56:44 Melina S. & Nikki G.: Tune into PBS NH at 9 PM!
00:57:05 Melina S. & Nikki G.: All about Nottingham
00:58:00 MHeselton: where is it being posted


